We present a combined experimental and theoretical study of NO(‫)1,2,3→3=ݒ‬ scattering from a Au(111) surface at incidence translational energies ranging from 0.1 to 1.2eV.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantitative understanding of interactions between molecules and surfaces in microscopic detail is important for a variety of chemical processes at surfaces, many of which are central to heterogeneous catalysis. The energy exchange between surface degrees of freedom and molecular vibration is of particular interest, as the vibrational motion is most closely related to molecular dissociation, that is, to chemical reaction. For certain systems, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 1 fails, and the molecular vibration can directly couple to electronic degrees of freedom. Such nonadiabatic coupling between molecular vibration and electron-hole pair excitation of the solid can have significant or even dominant influence on vibrational energy transfer. [2] [3] [4] Early experimental evidence for Born-Oppenheimer breakdown is available for adsorbates at metal surfaces. CO molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces such as Cu, Pt or Ru have vibrational lifetimes on the order of picoseconds, [5] [6] [7] compared to millisecond lifetimes observed for CO adsorbed on NaCl. 8 The theoretical picture that was developed explains the strong vibrational damping by a transient population of the molecular affinity level, which is lowered in energy and broadened as the molecule comes close to the metal surface. 9 The vibrational lifetimes could also be reproduced by electronic friction (EF) theory, which describes the dissipation of vibrational energy by frictional forces that involve energy exchange with the electronic degrees of freedom of the metal. 10 Using molecular beam-surface scattering, the dynamics of molecule-surface interactions can be probed with quantum state resolution, and various systems have been investigated with this approach. There is strong evidence for electronically nonadiabatic interaction in the collision-induced vibrational excitation of NO/Ag(111), NO/Cu(110), CO/Au(111) and HCl/Au(111). [11] [12] [13] [14] A one-dimensional Newns-Anderson model explains the incidence-energy and surface-temperature dependence of the vibrational excitation probability for NO/Ag(111). 15 In this model, the vibrational excitation of the molecule is due to deexcitation of thermal electron-hole pairs in the metal.
NO scattering from Au(111) is one of the most extensively studied model systems for electronic non-adiabaticity, both experimentally and theoretically. Experimental results showed that NO in high vibrational states ‫ݒ(‬ =15), incident with translational energy of 0.05eV, relax into a broad range of vibrational states when scattered from a gold surface. 16 Several different theoretical approaches semi-quantitatively reproduce the observed vibrational state distributions, including a Monte Carlo model with stochastic quantum jumps between the neutral and negative ion states of the molecule, 17 fully quantum mechanical first-principles EF theory, 18 and molecular dynamics (MD) employing Independent Electron Surface Hopping (IESH) on a DFT based Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian. [19] [20] [21] [22] In order to attempt to distinguish between these various theoretical approaches, a comprehensive series of experiments was performed to study the collision-induced vibrational excitation of NO( ‫ݒ‬ =0) into vibrational states ‫ݒ‬ =1,2 when scattered from a Au(111) surface over a wide range of incidence energies and surface temperatures (300 K ≤ ܶ ௦ ≤ 1000 K and 0.11 eV ≤ ‫ܧ‬ ≤ 1.05 eV) 23 . The surface-temperature dependence of the absolute vibrational excitation probabilities follows Arrhenius functions with apparent activation energies equal to the vibrational excitation energies, suggesting that the energy for vibrational excitation is taken from a thermal bath -namely the surface electronic systemrather than from the translational energy of incidence. [24] [25] The excitation probabilities for ‫2,1→0=ݒ‬ increase with incidence translational energy 23 due to a deeper penetration of fast molecules into regions of stronger nonadiabatic interaction. 11, 15 A detailed comparison of experimental results to IESH-based simulations showed good semi-quantitative agreement over the entire range of experimental conditions, whereas electronic friction based simulations failed completely. 26 Despite this unprecedented success, the IESH-based simulations deviated from experiment in a systematic way: they predicted a dependence of vibrational excitation on incidence energy of translation that was somewhat weaker than that seen experimentally. Subsequent work at a single incidence energy also showed the IESHbased simulations underestimated the amount of NO(‫)3-0=ݒ‬ excitation. 25 In light of these albeit rather small discrepancies between the predictions of the IESHbased simulations and experimental observations, we set about to design new experiments that might more rigorously test the strengths and weakness of the IESH-based approach. For reasons that are far from obvious and will be now explained, we settled on NO( ‫ݒ‬ =3) vibrational relaxation as the ideal test case. There are several reasons for this.
First, only one experiment on the vibrational relaxation of NO in lower vibrational states has been previously reported. In that experiment, NO(‫)2=ݒ‬ was scattered from a Au(111) surface, and both excitation to ‫3=ݒ‬ and relaxation to ‫1=ݒ‬ were observed. 27 For both channels, the transition probabilities increase with incidence energy of translation over the range of 0.10 to 0.72 eV. To our knowledge, no comparison of these data to theoretical models is available.
Second, vibrational relaxation provides several advantages over vibrational excitation in comparing experiment to first-principles theories of nonadiabatic interaction of molecules with metal surfaces. Vibrational relaxation rates are essentially independent of surface temperature. The temperature dependence, which mainly reflects the statistical mechanics of electron-hole pair excitation, is not a dynamically interesting quantity. By contrast, the dependence on incidence energy of translation directly probes how the strength of nonadiabatic interaction depends on the nature of the molecule-surface collision. Hence, comparisons of experiment and theory for vibrational relaxation represent a fundamentally simpler way to explore nonadiabatic dynamics. Another advantage is that relaxation probabilities can be large (i.e. greater than 0.1). By contrast excitation probabilities are typically small as they are limited by the thermal population of electron-hole pairs. For example, electronically nonadiabatic vibrational excitation probabilities for HCl(‫)0=ݒ‬ can be less than 10 −5 . 13 Typically, simulations of rare events are computationally intensive, and molecular dynamics with IESH or EF are not exceptional. Far fewer trajectories are needed to make statistically meaningful comparison to experiment for relaxation than for excitation.
The absence of NO dissociation is a third reason why NO(‫)3=ݒ‬ relaxation is ideal. One might naively expect that electronically adiabatic interactions do not play an important role in the theoretical treatment of electronically nonadiabatic energy transfer in molecular collisions at metal surfaces. This view ignores the fact that modern approaches to electronically nonadiabatic energy transfer rely on adiabatic input to describe the dynamics. For example, if, as is likely, the DFT-derived adiabatic interaction potential for NO/Au(111) used in the IESH simulations of Ref. 21 for NO(‫)51=ݒ‬ relaxation does not accurately describe NO dissociation, comparison to experiment can be misleading. This is a particular concern in light of recent calculations that place the activation energy for NO dissociation on Au(111) near 3.5 eV, 28 which is close to the vibrational energy of NO(‫.)51=ݒ‬ As DFT is known to sometimes have problems in the accurate determination of activation energies, one should consider a test of electronically nonadiabatic theories that is expected to be less sensitive to such errors in the adiabatic interaction potential. Hence we have been motivated to investigate the NO/Au collision system at low levels of vibrational excitation, ‫.3,2,1=ݒ‬
There is a fourth reason to look at low ‫ݒ‬ states: Molecular dynamics with both IESH and EF were able to explain experimental results on the vibrational relaxation of NO(‫ݒ‬ =15), at least at one incidence translational energy. 18, 22 Distinguishing the two theories is fundamental to understanding the nature of electronically nonadiabatic interactions. Here, it is important to understand that friction theory, which is based on harmonic-oscillator and weak-coupling approximations, assumes that vibrational relaxation of NO(‫ݒ‬ ) proceeds sequentially via the vibrational states ‫ݒ‬ −1, ‫ݒ‬ −2 and so on, and that the coupling strength between neighboring vibrational levels ‫ݒ‬ and ‫ݒ‬ +1 scales linearly with ‫ݒ‬ . 18 This latter feature of the theory is probably essential to reproducing the large experimental vibrational relaxation probabilities for NO(‫ݒ‬ =15). It is not clear if EF-based models can also explain relaxation from lower vibrational states, where the coupling strength is much weaker. Finally, it was argued that the IESH theory unifies our picture of energy transfer for NO/Au(111) scattering for vibrational excitation of ‫0=ݒ‬ and vibrational relaxation of ‫.51=ݒ‬
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The application of the same model to NO(‫)1,2,3→3=ݒ‬ relaxation is an obvious additional test.
In this paper, we present measurements of the branching ratios for the scattering of NO(‫)3=ݒ‬ from a Au(111) surface at incidence energies from 0.12 to 1.07 eV, into final vibrational states ‫.1,2,3=ݒ‬ The experimental data are compared to state-to-state scattering probabilities derived from electronically adiabatic MD simulations as well as two approaches to electronically nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (IESH 22, 26 and EF 26 ). We find significant disagreement between observation and all three theoretical models. While the failure of adiabatic MD and EF comes as no surprise, the highly successful IESH-based approach, which relies on a DFT derived Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian, also fails to accurately describe the translational energy dependence of the vibrational energy transfer probabilities.
Furthermore, the disagreement is much more serious than that reported in Ref. 26 .
In order to better understand the origin of these deficiencies, we performed a detailed analysis of simulated trajectories over this range of incidence energies. We identify one important source of disagreement between experiment and theory: The molecular dynamics simulation does not correctly describe the single-bounce (direct scattering) nature of the interaction. That is, multi-bounce trajectories, which are inconsistent with experimental observation, influence the energy transfer dynamics. Furthermore, the multi-bounce artifacts are more important at low incidence energy of translation. By artificially selecting only single-bounce trajectories, the agreement with experiment is improved. These multi-bounce artifacts are present in our IESH-based simulations as well as in EF and even adiabatic simulations. This result points out a very subtle point: a correct description of the weak forces associated with the adiabatic interaction potential, even when the total energy is far below the dissociation threshold, can be critically important to predict electronically nonadiabatic vibrational energy transfer. Errors in the adiabatic interaction potential that lead to unrealistically long interaction times enhance electronically nonadiabatic vibrational energy exchange. This underlines the importance of accurate adiabatic calculations that correctly describe translational inelasticity, translation-to-phonon coupling, potential energy surface corrugation and dynamical steering.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental setup
The experimental apparatus has been described in detail previously. 29 Briefly, a pulsed molecular beam, with pulse duration of approximately 70 µs, is generated in a supersonic expansion using a piezo-electric pulsed valve at 3 bar stagnation pressure. The beam is skimmed and passes two stages of differential pumping before it enters the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber, whose base pressure is 1.5×10 −10 Torr, rising to 2×10 −9 Torr when the molecular beam is on. From the geometry of the experiment, we calculate the beam divergence to be 1.2°. Inside the UHV chamber the beam is scattered off the (111) surface of a gold single crystal at near normal incidence (incidence angle θ i ≈ 2° with respect to the normal). The UHV chamber is equipped with a simple time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer consisting of a repeller plate, an ion lens with two cylindrical elements and a dual microchannel plate detector. Prior to each measurement the Au(111) crystal is cleaned by argon ion bombardment, inspected for impurities using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and finally annealed at 1000K to recover the (111) surface structure.
We use the frequency doubled output of a Nd:YAG pumped pulsed dye laser (0.1cm ) IR system which has been described in detail recently. To generate molecular beams of NO with different translational energies, we mixed NO with different carrier gases (H 2 and N 2 ) in various concentrations (see Table 1 , which gives each beam's translational energy distribution). For every gas mixture, the NO translational energy distribution was measured as described previously. 30 Angular distributions of scattered NO molecules were measured by translating the unfocused REMPI laser along a line perpendicular to the incident molecular beam, and recording the signal for a given transition (corresponding to a certain ‫,ݒ‬ ‫ܬ‬ state) as a function of the laser beam position. Because this method always probes a cylindrical volume along the laser beam, the measured angular distributions will appear narrower than they would with a point detector. These experimental effects and how to handle them have been reported in detail elsewhere; they are only significant for relatively broad angular distributions.
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B. Theory
The IESH calculations were performed with the same code, potential energy surface, and nonadiabatic coupling used previously for NO/Au(111) vibrational relaxation 22 and excitation. 26 This approach, which is an extension to the original surface hopping scheme, 19 is explained in detail in references 20-21. Briefly, the molecule-surface interaction is described by a many-electron Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian.
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The metal continuum is modeled as a set of ‫ܯ‬ ௦ discrete states populated with the appropriate number of electrons, ܰ ‫ܯ=‬ ௦ /2. The interaction of neutral and ionic states of the NO molecule with the surface as well as the nonadiabatic coupling functions were determined by fitting physically reasonable pair potentials to the results of DFT calculations performed for different NO positions and orientations relative to the surface. 20 We used the same potential energy surfaces and nonadiabatic couplings as in previous IESH studies for NO/Au(111). 22, [25] [26] For comparison, analogous simulations were performed using an adiabatic model, employing the same code as for the IESH simulations but suppressing the electronic surface hopping. We also made comparison to an implementation of EF theory, 33 using the same potential energy surface as for the IESH calculations. As the molecular vibration is treated classically in these models, a quantum-classical correspondence rule has to be applied in order to assign vibrational quantum numbers. We used the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule 34 to calculate the classical action as a function of molecular rotational and vibrational energy and simple box binning for the quantization, as described previously.
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Our implementation uses ‫ܯ‬ ௦ =80 discrete energy levels populated by ܰ =40 electrons to represent the electronic continuum of the metal. The time step for the numerical integration of the equations of motion was set to ∆‫1.0=ݐ‬fs. We are aware that our definition of a bounce is not the only possible one. In particular, one could count a bounce whenever the ‫-ݖ‬component of the center-of-mass velocity, ‫ݒ‬ ௭ , changes sign, or one could apply our algorithm using the norm of the acceleration, |ܽ|, instead of its ‫-ݖ‬component, ܽ ௭ . Similarly, one could choose different parameters for the acceleration threshold and minimum bounce duration. We carefully examined several algorithms and found that they yield only slightly different results. Our choice is based on the following arguments: (1) Looking only at sign changes of ‫ݒ‬ ௭ misses collisions that considerably slow down the center of mass but do not reverse it, such as when the O atom first collides with the repulsive potential but the N atom continues moving into the surface.
(2) Using |ܽ| instead of ܽ ௭ has the advantage that it is sensitive to bounces in ‫ݔ‬ and ‫ݕ‬ direction, but has the disadvantage that multiple bounces are often counted as one because |ܽ| does not fall below the threshold between the bounces, probably due to lateral or attractive forces. (3) The choice of threshold was made by manual inspection of several trajectories. It turned out that a constant threshold is not a reasonable choice over the broad range of incidence energies because molecules with low incidence energy typically experience much lower acceleration. In summary: We tested several possible algorithms and chose one that appears to produce the most physically reasonable results.
III. RESULTS
A. REMPI spectra
Representative REMPI spectra of scattered NO molecules recorded at four different translational incidence energies are shown in Figure 1 . The population of NO in vibrational states ‫3,2,1=ݒ‬ is probed via the A←X 0-1, 0-2 and 1-3 bands near 236nm, 247nm, and 244nm. The spectra were corrected for laser power, detector gain, and Franck-Condon factors. 35 The three bands are clearly separated except for a small overlap between the 1-3 and 0-2 bands, which is significant only at higher incidence energies, where stronger rotational excitation is observed. This spectral overlap was taken into account in our data analysis; see section III B. A cursory inspection of the REMPI spectra shows that the branching ratio between vibrational relaxation into ‫1,2=ݒ‬ and survival in ‫3=ݒ‬ changes with incidence energy. The data clearly indicate that as the incidence energy is increased, the integrated intensities of the 0-2 and 0-1 bands grow at the expense of the 1-3 band intensity.
B. Extraction of branching ratios
Obtaining the absolute vibrational relaxation probabilities is complicated since the 3→0 channel is practically impossible to observe due to the NO(‫)0=ݒ‬ background in the incident beam. All measurements were thus normalized to the sum of the signals for elastically scattered ‫3=ݒ‬ and de-excited ‫2=ݒ‬ and ‫,1=ݒ‬ i.e. we calculate the branching ratios
where ‫)ݒ(ܵ‬ is the integrated signal strength for a given vibrational state.
The signal strengths, ‫,)ݒ(ܵ‬ were obtained by integrating the individual vibrational bands 0-1, 0-2 and 1-3 in the REMPI spectra, after correcting the raw data for laser power, detector gain, temporal dilution, and Franck-Condon factors as explained in detail in a previous publication. 23 In addition, the effects of slightly different vibration-to-translation coupling for the three channels were taken into account. 30 The small overlap between the 0-2 and 1-3 bands was accounted for by measuring an additional 0-2 spectrum at high surface temperature (ܶ ௌ =900K) without the IR beam. In this scan we mainly observe the ‫2→0=ݒ‬ excitation while 0→3 excitation is negligible. 25 Assuming that the rotational distribution is independent of ܶ ௌ and ‫,ݒ∆‬ which is a good assumption, 23 we determine the fraction of the 0-2 band that is overlapped with the 1-3 band. In all further analysis, this correction is applied to the ‫2=ݒ‬ and ‫3=ݒ‬ signals.
The branching ratios constitute upper limits to the true probabilities, ܲ ‫ݒ(‬ ) = ܵ ‫ݒ(‬ ) / ∑ ௪ ‫,)ݓ(ܵ‬ where ‫ݓ‬ runs over all vibrational states. Significant additional contributions are only expected from ܵ(0) and ܵ(4). We expect the latter to be smaller than ܵ(3) by at least two orders of magnitude, judging from the measured ‫1→0=ݒ‬ vibrational excitation probabilities, which at ܶ ௌ =300K are <10 −3 even at the highest incidence energies. 26 Regarding the contribution of ܵ(0), no experimental data are available, however the evaluation of singlebounce IESH trajectories suggests that ܵ(0) is small; see Section IV B.
C. Angular distributions
Before presenting the vibrational branching ratios, we point out that the angular distributions of scattered NO molecules are narrow for all detected vibrational states. As an example, we present the angular distributions for NO molecules scattered into ‫,2,1=ݒ‬ and 3 at an incidence energy of ‫ܧ‬ =0.52eV in Figure 2 . We find that the distributions are quasispecular and quite narrow with FWHM≈44°. Fitting to cos (θ−θ 0 ) functions yields exponents ݉=8.8−9.5.
The observation of narrow angular distributions is a clear indication that most moleculesurface collisions proceed as direct scattering rather than trapping and desorption, which would yield broad, cosθ, angular distributions. 36 This picture is corroborated by previously observed narrow angular distributions for NO(‫/)3,2,1→0=ݒ‬Au(111) scattering over a broad range of incidence energies; 23, 25 final rotational distributions that depend strongly on incidence energy but only weakly on surface temperature, with rotational temperatures different from surface temperatures for NO(‫ݒ‬ =0)/Ag(111) and NO(‫ݒ‬ =0→1,2,3)/Au(111) scattering; 23, 37 and by clearly non-thermal recoil translational energy distributions for NO(‫/)1,2,3→3=ݒ‬Au(111) scattering. 30 For incidence energies below 0.2−0.3eV, it is known that trapping becomes significant for NO( ‫ݒ‬ =0,2)/Au(111), with experimentally determined trapping probabilities of approximately 0.05 at ‫ܧ‬ =0.3eV, 0.15 at ‫ܧ‬ =0.2eV and 0.38 at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV.
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As the trapping probabilities were found to be insensitive to the initial vibrational state, we may assume that similar numbers apply to NO(‫)3=ݒ‬ scattering. We conclude that at low incidence energies below approximately 0.3eV, there is a fraction of molecules that undergoes trapping-anddesorption. We assume that any trapped NO(‫)3=ݒ‬ molecules remain on the surface long enough to be fully relaxed to NO(‫,)0=ݒ‬ which we cannot detect even after prompt desorption.
D. Branching ratios
Experimental branching ratios as a function of incidence energy, ܴ(1), ܴ(2) and ܴ(3), are extracted from the REMPI spectra as discussed above and are shown in Figure 3 (left panel, black solid lines). We find that the branching ratios for vibrational relaxation ܴ(1), ܴ(2)
increase with incidence energy while the branching ratio for vibrationally elastic scattering ܴ(3) decreases with incidence energy.
These observations agree qualitatively with the earlier experimental results for NO(‫)2=ݒ‬
scattering from Au(111), which show that the probability for both vibrational excitation ( ‫ݒ‬ =2→3) and relaxation ( ‫ݒ‬ =2→1) increase with the translational incidence energy. Figure 3 (gray dashed line). Our ‫3=ݒ‬ survival probabilities are found to be consistently and significantly smaller than the previously measured ‫2=ݒ‬ survival probabilities. We speculate that the corresponding enhanced relaxation from ‫3=ݒ‬ as compared to ‫2=ݒ‬ could be due to the stronger intrinsic coupling for higher vibrational states, specifically the rate for 3→2 relaxation is expected to be higher than the rate for 2→1 relaxation by a factor of 3/2.
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However, more detailed experimental studies are needed for a definite answer.
E. Theoretical Simulations
For comparison, we calculated the vibrational branching ratios using the IESH model. A comparison between the experimental and theoretical results is presented in Figure 3 (left panel, red dashed line). The IESH model predicts strong relaxation into ‫2=ݒ‬ and 1. Not visible from the branching ratios, a significant fraction of trajectories (up to 40% at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV) is found to fully relax to ‫,0=ݒ‬ as shown in the inset diagram of Figure 3 . Because the experiments cannot probe scattering into ‫,0=ݒ‬ we calculate the ‫3,2,1=ݒ‬ branching ratios using IESH according to Equation (1) as we have done for the experimental data.
From Fig. 3 (left panel) it is clear that molecular dynamics with IESH predicts an incidence energy dependence counter to what we find in experiment, namely increasing relaxation for smaller incidence energy. This is quite a dramatic disagreement. In principle such problems could arise from two sources, either from errors introduced by the surface hopping dynamics or from errors in the ab initio input data (interaction potential and nonadiabatic couplings) required to carry out the IESH calculation. In the next sections we present evidence of our conclusion that it is principally the ab initio input data that leads to the disagreement between experiment and theory.
We also performed simulations of the vibrational branching ratios using an EF model. It predicts significantly stronger vibrational relaxation than IESH for all but the lowest incidence energies. For ‫ܧ‬ >0.3eV, it also shows increasing relaxation for smaller ‫ܧ‬ .
Compared to IESH, there is considerably more one-quantum relaxation into ‫.2=ݒ‬ We will return to a discussion of the differences between EF and IESH later in the paper.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Multiple bounces analysis
As explained above, our implementation of molecular dynamics with IESH predicts that vibrational relaxation decreases with incidence energy and thus fails to reproduce the experimental observations (Figure 3 ). We will now show that this failure of the simulations is related to the number of bounces that a molecule experiences as it collides with the surface.
For this purpose, we extracted the number of bounces, ܾ, for a series of incidence energies, as described in section II B. Typical trajectories representative for collisions with one, two and many bounces are shown in Fig. 4 .
For a more quantitative and detailed view, we show the fractions of single-bounce (ܾ=1), double-bounce ( ܾ =2) and multiple-bounce (ܾ >2) trajectories as a function of incidence energy in Figure 5 (solid symbols). We observe that the fraction of single-bounce collisions increases with incidence energy from only ≈5% at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV to >70% at 1.2eV. The fraction of multiple-bounce collisions shows the opposite trend, decreasing from ≈85% at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV to only ≈6% at ‫ܧ‬ =1.2eV. The fraction of double-bounce collisions varies from ≈10% at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV to ≈23% at ‫ܧ‬ =1.2eV, with a maximum of ≈30% near ‫ܧ‬ =0.7eV. Clearly the average number of bounces is higher for lower incidence energies.
One might think that these low probabilities for single-bounce collisions result from nonadiabatic interaction of the NO molecule with the solid. Both IESH and EF open an additional channel for the conversion of energy from nuclear to electronic degrees of freedom, which could help to efficiently remove translational energy -a prerequisite for trapping the molecule on the surface. However, we observe quite similar behavior for calculations using the IESH, adiabatic or EF models; see Figure 5 . Although the fraction of multi-bounce trajectories is slightly lower for the adiabatic model than for IESH or EF, it still reaches more than 70% at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV, and the trend is the same as for IESH. This indicates that the surface hopping scheme is only partially responsible for the high fraction of multibounce collisions at low incidence energy and that a more accurate treatment of the adiabatic translational inelasticity could dramatically change this behavior.
Based on the clear experimental evidence that most collisions happen in a direct singlebounce regime, the results of Figure 5 represent a qualitative failure of our implementation of molecular dynamics with IESH. Although it is a quite challenging undertaking to revise the theoretical model so that it more accurately reproduces the single-bounce nature of the scattering, it is interesting to investigate how the present results depend on the number of bounces. Although we use this approach for the current discussion, we do not claim that it is equivalent to a modified theoretical model that avoids multi-bounce collisions from the beginning.
B. Branching ratios after selection of single-bounce trajectories
Surface collision induced vibrational relaxation energy distributions, calculated using IESH and EF for a representative incidence translational energy, ‫ܧ‬ =0.4eV, show that the degree of vibrational relaxation is quite different for trajectories with one, two, or more bounces -the strongest vibrational relaxation is observed for multi-bounce trajectories (see Appendix A for details, Figure 9 ). As the typical number of bounces depends strongly on incidence energy, as shown in Figure 5 , it is to be expected that the selection of single-bounce trajectories has the strongest effects on the predicted vibrational energy distribution for the lowest incidence energies.
In order to test this hypothesis, we repeated the analysis for the subsets of IESH trajectories with ܾ=1 (single bounce) and ܾ=1,2 (single or double bounce). These results are color-coded blue in Figure 3 (right panel). We carried out the same analysis for EF dynamics, results which are color-coded green in Figure 3 (right panel). While the single-bounce results are similar to the all-trajectories IESH results at high incidence energies, where the fraction of single-bounce collisions is high, they clearly deviate at lower incidence energies. In fact, the predicted dependence on incidence energy is now much weaker: The single-bounce relaxation probabilities are almost independent of incidence energy. The selection of singlebounce trajectories brings the incidence energy dependence into better agreement with the experimental data, but the experimentally observed incidence energy dependence is still not quantitatively reproduced.
A closer look at the trajectories shown in Figure 4 Not surprisingly, the selection of single-bounce trajectories also strongly reduces the complete relaxation to ‫0=ݒ‬ (Figure 3 , right panel inset). We find probabilities as small as ≈0.01 over the full range of incidence energies. Judging from the overall improved agreement of single-bounce IESH with experimental data, we tend to trust the single-bounce IESH results for ‫0=ݒ‬ as well. If such trust were justified, the branching ratios as defined in Eq. (1) would become essentially equivalent with absolute probabilities.
For the EF simulations, the selection of single-bounce trajectories has the strongest effect on the ‫ݒ‬ =1 branching ratio, which becomes negligible over the full range of incidence energies. Relaxation to ‫ݒ‬ =0 is also completely suppressed (inset diagram). The wrong incidence energy dependence of ܴ (3) Before we move on, we point out that the comparison of IESH to experimental results in our previous study of NO/Au(111) vibrational excitation -despite good overall agreementrevealed some minor discrepancies. 26 In particular, the incidence energy dependence of the vibrational excitation probabilities is not correctly captured by the IESH simulation, which predicts constant or even slightly decreasing probabilities over the investigated range of incidence energies. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that this disagreement may have the same origin as we find here for relaxation. 
C. Origins of the discrepancy between theory and experiment
We will now analyze the theoretical results in more detail in order to show what causes the wrong incidence energy dependence of vibrational relaxation, and ultimately be able to make suggestions how to improve the model. In IESH, the vibrational relaxation is dominated by the nonadiabatic coupling of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom, which is implemented following the surface hopping scheme. 19, 39 At every time step, the electrons may hop from one adiabatic potential energy surface to another, with the probabilities for such hops governed by the nonadiabatic coupling vector.
We evaluated the average number of electronic hops per trajectory, ‫,〉ܪ〈‬ first for all trajectories and then separately for the subsets of trajectories with 1, 2 and >2 bounces. The results are shown in Figure 6 . We observe that for the analysis of all trajectories, the average number of electronic hops increases drastically as the incidence energy is decreased, from ‫11≈〉ܪ〈‬ at ‫ܧ‬ =1.2eV to ‫001>〉ܪ〈‬ at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV. The detailed analysis however shows that for single and double-bounce trajectories, the average number of electronic hops is ‫01<〉ܪ〈‬ at any incidence energy, and at least for single-bounce trajectories it actually decreases at low incidence energies. For collisions with more than two bounces, the average number of hops is much higher, ‫,001≈〉ܪ〈‬ over the full range of incidence energies, slightly increasing at low incidence energy and reaching ‫051≈〉ܪ〈‬ at ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV.
One could speculate that every time the molecule bounces off the surface, it has a certain chance to execute an electronic hop and that not all bounces have the same chance. Clearly for individual bounces, the hopping probabilities will depend on the exact coordinates, such as the depth of the penetration, the impact position on the (111) surface lattice and the molecular orientation. This will be considered in more detail below. But in general we conclude that the more bounces the molecule experiences, the more electronic hops will happen.
It is interesting that only by restricting the analysis to single-bounce trajectories, we find the expected trend that ‫〉ܪ〈‬ increases with incidence energy. Nevertheless, even here this trend is weak. The increase of the ‫〉ܪ〈‬ curve for ܾ>2 collisions at low ‫ܧ‬ is likely due to the increasing average number of bounces. The results suggest that the increasing numbers of electronic hops at low incidence energies are entirely caused by the increasing fraction of multi-bounce trajectories.
Finally, we focus on the coordinates and the orientation of the NO molecule at the instant of its closest approach to the surface. In the simulation, the ‫-ݖ‬axis is chosen perpendicular to the metal surface, with ‫0=ݖ‬ defined by the centers of the gold atoms in the top atomic layer, at their equilibrium positions. For every trajectory, we record the closest approach, ‫ݖ‬ min , defined as the minimal ‫ݖ‬ coordinate of either the N or O atom, whichever is smaller. We also record the angle of the NO internuclear axis with the ‫-ݖ‬axis, θ min , at the instant when ‫ݖ‬ min is achieved. The definition is such that θ min =0 and θ min =180° correspond to perfect O-down and N-down orientations of the NO molecule, respectively. The nonadiabatic interaction is strongest for closest approach to the surface, i.e. for small values of ‫ݖ‬ min , and for strong Ndown orientation of the molecule, i.e. values of θ min approaching 180°. 22 The calculated mean values ‫ݖ〈‬ min 〉 and 〈θ min 〉 as a function of incidence energy are shown in Figure 7 . We find that for the full set of trajectories, the "best" coordinates for strong interaction, small ‫ݖ〈‬ min 〉 and 〈θ min 〉 near 180°, are assumed at the smallest incidence energy, ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV. However the separate analysis of trajectories with 1, 2 and >2 bounces shows that again this results from the gradually increasing fraction of multi-bounce trajectories as the incidence energy is decreased.
For single and double-bounce trajectories, 〈 ‫ݖ‬ min 〉 becomes smaller with increasing incidence energy, in accordance with expectations. For multi-bounce trajectories, small ‫ݖ〈‬ min 〉 values are assumed over the full range of incidence energies, but their influence is significant only at low E i where the fraction of multi-bounce trajectories is high. Regarding the molecular orientation θ, which initially follows a sinθ distribution, we find that 〈θ min 〉 increases with incidence energy from near 90° to ≈125° for single-bounce trajectories, whereas it is constant near 〈θ min 〉≈160° over the whole range of incidence energies for multibounce trajectories. For double-bounce trajectories, the behavior is intermediate between the single and multiple bounce cases. The observed 〈θ min 〉 increase with incidence energy for single and double-bounce collisions is probably related to the associated closer approach to the surface, where the interaction potential exerts a stronger torque toward N-down orientation.
It is well known from many experiments that the nonadiabatic coupling, which is the origin of vibrational excitation and relaxation during NO/Au collisions, increases with incidence energy.
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The present implementation of molecular dynamics with IESH, considering all trajectories, predicts that the distance of closest approach ‫ݖ〈‬ min 〉 and the corresponding molecular orientation 〈θ min 〉 are nearly independent of incidence energy, or even exhibit the wrong incidence energy dependence. When we consider only the singlebounce collisions, we find that the ‫ݖ〈‬ min 〉 and 〈θ min 〉 expectation values exhibit the correct incidence energy dependence. This observation clearly suggests that an improved model, which succeeds in eliminating this multi-bounce artifact, will be able to better reproduce the dependence of vibrational excitation and relaxation rates on the incidence translational energy.
A more detailed analysis of the ‫ݖ‬ min distributions shows that for incidence energies below ≈0.4eV, the ‫ݖ‬ min distribution develops an extra peak at very small values, ‫ݖ‬ min ≤1.2Å, which is exclusively caused by multi-bounce trajectories (see Appendix B, Figure 11 ). Analogous but less pronounced behavior is found for the θ min angles, which assume the largest values near 180° (N-down) mostly during multi-bounce collisions. Apparently, the ‫ݖ‬ min and θ min coordinates are more favorable for strong nonadiabatic interaction for multi-bounce than for single-bounce collisions.
A simple picture emerges from the observations presented above. Namely they suggest that the molecule is steered towards the optimum geometry for nonadiabatic energy exchange as a result of the multi-bounce encounter with the surface. In order to test this more carefully, we recorded the closest approach and corresponding orientation during every individual bounce, ‫ݖ‬ min
and θ min
, where ݆ (݆=1,2,3…) designates the first, second, third bounce and so on. For trajectories with more than two bounces, we define ‫ݖ‬ min values assumed during the first, second, and any later bounces, for ‫ܧ‬ =0.1eV, are shown in Figure 8 . We picked the lowest incidence energy, where the fraction of multi-bounce trajectories is the highest, in order to get good statistics. The results confirm that with each additional bounce the NO molecule is steered to a more favorable geometry for energy exchange and that this is most important at low incidence energies of translation. The smallest ‫ݖ‬ min values, especially those with ‫ݖ‬ min <1.2Å, are rarely assumed during the first or second bounce, but mostly during later bounces of a molecule with the surface. In analogy, the most favorable orientations, i.e. θ min values near 180°, are mostly assumed during later-than-second bounces. We suppose that while the molecule is near the surface, it is driven toward the favored geometry for strong nonadiabatic interaction by the specific forces of the Au-N and Au-O interaction potentials.
This argument is consistent with the previously suggested dynamical steering, 22 but in this case would also apply to a molecule that is temporarily trapped on the surface.
D. Suggestions for improvements to the theoretical model
The detailed comparison of experimental data with simulations based on molecular dynamics with IESH revealed that the theoretical model in its current implementation fails to describe the incidence energy dependence for vibrational relaxation of NO(‫.)3=ݒ‬ However the incidence energy dependence is brought into better agreement with experimental data by selecting only those trajectories where the molecules undergo single-bounce collisions with the surface. The prediction of large fractions of multi-bounce collision trajectories at moderately low incidence energies (the fraction of multi-bounce trajectories exceeds 50% at incidence energies below ≈0.4eV) is a fundamental failure of the current implementation. The fact that collisions with multiple bounces occur almost as frequently in an adiabatic model, as shown in Figure 5 , suggests that the surface hopping scheme is not to blame.
Rather it suggests that the problem is with the present implementation of the multidimensional potential energy surface, i.e. the interaction of the NO molecule with the gold crystal as well as the interaction of the gold atoms in the crystal. From the high average numbers of bounces one could conclude that the surface is "too soft" in the sense that when the molecule collides with the surface, too much of its translational kinetic energy is converted into other degrees of freedom, allowing the molecule to temporarily be trapped on the surface. While the interaction of the N and O atoms with the Au surface are fit to the results of DFT calculations performed for many different geometries, the interaction between the Au atoms in the surface is not calculated from first principles but rather based on a Bornvon Karman (empirical) force model. 20, [40] [41] [42] [43] In this model, the potential energy is described as a harmonic function with interaction between nearest-neighbor gold atoms. It is conceivable that the observed deficiencies could be reduced by modification of the surface model.
However, we point out that the current implementation is not arbitrary; the generalized force constants were obtained by fitting the calculated phonon dispersion spectrum to experimental data, and a good fit was obtained. 20 Obviously an improved model would still have to give good agreement regarding this comparison.
Another possible problem, which we consider more likely, is that the potential energy surface is too corrugated, such that -depending on the impact site -some artifactually large fraction of the normal component of incidence translational energy of the NO molecule would first be converted into motion parallel to the surface and later into other degrees of freedom. Such errors in the interaction potential could lead to enhanced multi-bounce encounters as only when the normal component of translational energy is high enough can a second bounce be avoided. This would implicate that the error is with the DFT calculations to which the potential energy surfaces are fitted. In order to improve the underlying calculations, one could consider to simply re-calculate DFT energies at a higher density of geometries or with different choice of functional.
Such an approach may however be insufficient. It has been shown that electron transfer is an important part of the electronically nonadiabatic dynamics in this system. 26, 44 It is believed that DFT may describe electron transfer inadequately in molecular interactions at metal surfaces. 45 Hence a more fundamental, but also more elaborate, improvement would be to replace the DFT calculation by more advanced methods such as quantum mechanical embedding theory, which allows a true ab initio description of the system.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have compared experimentally determined incidence-energy dependent vibrational relaxation branching ratios for NO(‫)1,2,3→3=ݒ‬ scattering off a Au(111) surface to three different kinds of first-principles simulations: 1) adiabatic molecular dynamics, 2) molecular dynamics with electronic friction and 3) molecular dynamics with independent electron surface hopping on a DFT derived Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian. All three approaches show serious disagreement with experiment. Methods 1) and 2) do not exhibit large enough vibrational relaxation probabilities and methods 2) and 3) exhibit a qualitatively incorrect dependence of relaxation probability on incidence energy, namely they decrease with increasing incidence energy. The experimental data show that the relaxation probabilities increase with incidence energy, similar to previous measurements on NO(‫)2=ݒ‬
vibrational relaxation and NO(‫)0=ݒ‬ vibrational excitation.
All three simulations produce artificially high fractions of trajectories with multiple collisions rather than single-bounce scattering, especially at low incidence energies. A detailed analysis revealed that the multi-bounce collisions are associated with enhanced collision geometry, i.e. closer approach to the surface and near N-down collisions. Hence in IESH, this results in a higher average number of electronic hops and stronger nonadiabatic interaction. Removing all trajectories that are not classified as single-bounce collisions from the analysis, the incidence energy dependence is reversed, and the theoretical results exhibit improved agreement with experiment. While this is not a fix to the theory, it clearly suggests that a correct treatment of the translational inelasticity during the NO-Au collision is crucial for a correct description of nonadiabatic molecule-surface interaction, even though translational kinetic energy is not driving the vibrational transitions directly.
We also note that when we select only single-bounce trajectories, the EF model predicts ‫2→3=ݒ‬ to be the only significant relaxation channel, revealing a general shortcoming of EF, namely its inability to describe direct multi-quantum (overtone) transitions. The EF model also appears to overestimate vibrational relaxation of ‫3=ݒ‬ in comparison to IESH.
Finally, we wish to comment on previously published IESH calculations, which appear to successfully capture the multi-quantum vibrational relaxation of NO(‫)51=ݒ‬ colliding with a Au(111) surface at 0.05eV incidence translational energy. Figure 10 , along with experimental data for ‫ܧ‬ =0.39eV. We again find that the selection of multi-bounce trajectories leads to enhanced relaxation, whereas the selection of single-bounce trajectories leads to reduced relaxation. Only the IESH simulation with selection of single-bounce trajectories agrees with experiment. For the single-bounce EF simulation, the ‫ݒ‬ =3 survival probability is only ≈40%, which clearly disagrees with the experimental data.
APPENDIX B: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF Z MIN AND Θ MIN DISTRIBUTIONS
The ‫ݖ‬ min and θ min distributions (histograms) for several incidence energies are shown in Figure 11 . We find that for incidence energies below ≈0.4eV, the ‫ݖ‬ min distribution develops an extra peak at very small values, ‫ݖ‬ min ≤1.2Å. The inset diagram (for ‫ܧ‬ =0.3eV) shows that this extra peak is exclusively caused by multi-bounce trajectories. For θ min , we find qualitatively similar but less pronounced behavior. The fraction of molecules with θ min >160°
(near N-down orientation) clearly increases as the incidence energy is decreased, and again the inset diagram shows that those orientations are mostly caused by multi-bounce trajectories. The dashed lines are cosθ and cos 2 θ distributions, the two limiting cases of angular distributions expected for a trapping-desorption mechanism under our conditions. 23 The observation of narrow angular distributions
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indicates that the collisions happen in a direct single-bounce mechanism. originating from pulse energy fluctuations of the IR and UV lasers; the error bars on the simulation data represent 2σ (95% confidence) statistical uncertainty. Experimentally we find that vibrational relaxation increases with incidence energy at the expense of vibrationally elastic collisions. IESH predicts the wrong dependence on incidence energy, but the restriction to single-bounce trajectories attenuates this trend and yields better agreement with the experimental results. The restriction to single or double-bounce trajectories has a similar but slightly weaker effect. EF predicts much stronger vibrational relaxation from ‫ݒ‬ =3, and it also exhibits the wrong dependence on incidence energy except at the lowest values. For EF, the selection of singlebounce trajectories also has a strong influence on the ‫ܧ‬ dependence. But the most drastic change is that after selection of single-bounce trajectories, relaxation by more than one vibrational quantum, i.e. v=3→1,0, is essentially suppressed.
FIG. 5.
Fractions of trajectories with ܾ=1, ܾ=2 or ܾ>2 bounces, as a function of incidence energy, for IESH (solid line with symbols), EF (dotted) and adiabatic (dashed) simulations. We find that the fraction of multibounce trajectories drastically increases for lower incidence energies. This behavior is somewhat more pronounced for IESH and EF than for adiabatic simulations, but the general trend is similar for all three models. distributions. The inset diagram shows that for multi-bounce trajectories, the distributions are narrower and shifted toward 180° as compared to those for single and double-bounce collisions.
